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i have an old model ds-2114s that does not work under win10. according to the
thread there have been updates to the driver, which seem to be for problems other
than the ds-2114s. if anyone knows of a fix it would be helpful. thanks for the reply,
nisha. the street view camera is not visible in device manager. should i use the
newer driver? or there is something wrong with windows 10? are there any
problems in installing the newer drivers? 2. download checkchipversion.exe and
save it to the desktop. now, copy it to the usb or other drives and install it to the
computer. windows 8, 8.1 and 10 are not supported in pl-2303hxa and pl-2303x
versions of the chips. there is also a warning about counterfeit clone chips coming
from china. checkchipversion.exe will then show the driver version, and the
warning message will be removed. it should only take 10 to 20 minutes to complete
the whole procedure. the problem with having the prolific driver installed in
windows 8.1 is that, when you select to play dvd s, windows 8.1 automatically tries
to open the selected dvd file using the driver. the driver then tells windows that the
firmware is out of date. this causes problems with the streaming of the dvd to the
computer's tv. you can do this using the command prompt, as shown below: here is
what i had to do in my case : check if “windows device manager” knows the driver
version (it should say "prolific serial port controller, pl2303hx" for example).
uninstall the latest driver version. go to control panel, and go to hardware and
sound (or hardware and device manager). click on "prolific serial port controller,
pl2303hx" select properties, details. click on "driver" tab, and check if the driver
version is 3.24.25.218(07/10/2010).
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i finally solved the problem with the prolific chip. i tried using the prolific driver for
the ftdi board. i got a black screen so i looked up drivers for that chip and found a
bunch of drivers for windows 7. i downloaded one of the drivers for windows 7 and
it worked. i didn't have the prolific driver available for windows 7. i tried the prolific

driver for windows 10 and that did not work. the windows 10 driver was not
compatible with the prolific chip. i tried a bunch of other drivers and finally went
back to using the ftdi driver for windows 7. i hope this helps others who have had
the same problem. try this. i have 2 of these prolific chips for my telescope. i have
the ones with the ftdi chip built in. they work great with my meade se and even my

midas. my goal is to get these to work with my new baader meinhoff telescope. i
tried everything i could to get these chips to work. i finally got the driver for

windows 10 to work. i have attached a picture of the driver i downloaded from
prolific. i followed the instructions to the letter and it worked. just remember to

download the windows 7 driver first. i did not have the driver for windows 7 and my
driver for windows 10 was not compatible with the prolific chip. i have been using

prolific chips for almost 5 years now. there was a time when the driver for windows
7 would not work for the prolific chips. the ftdi driver works fine for windows 7,
windows 10, and windows 8. if the prolific driver for windows 7 doesn't work for

you, you may try the ftdi driver. it seems to work fine. the driver i downloaded from
prolific does not work with windows 10. 5ec8ef588b
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